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In organizations around the world, video has become an essential tool that helps expand 
employee learning and development while reducing training costs, improve engagement with 
executive and human resources communications messages, enable and encourage social 
learning and collaborative innovation, standardize and scale onboarding and sales enablement, 
to name a few. Yet, many organizations are content to treat video like any other content - and 
allow employees to use it however works best for their needs. In principle, it’s an approach that 
embraces flexibility and technical evolution - in practice, however, not having a comprehensive 
tool for enabling employees to create videos and webcasts generally impacts quality, 
productivity and effectiveness.

HARMAN Media Suite

HARMAN Media Suite makes it easier to use existing video conferencing endpoints in new 
ways to reach hundreds or even thousands of viewers with live webcasts or recorded video 
assets. HARMAN Media Suite is an enterprise recording, webcasting and portal solution that 
makes the creation and delivery of higher quality videos possible.

We start by enabling recording and streaming from your entire video network, which includes 
standards-based video conferencing solutions, desktop and mobile devices. It’s hard to predict 
where knowledge and expertise will come from, and leveraging familiar video endpoints 
in a cost-effective way to create great video assets. Easy, browser-based capture tools and 
self-service workflows enable anyone in the organization to create, share, and stream videos. 
Additionally, users can upload, share and playback content from many other sources. 

Viewing video content is just as easy, with a portal experience delivered through the simplicity 
and convenience of a browser. Media Suite offers tight integration with video conferencing 
solutions, allowing users to playback video-on-demand content into a multi-party meeting or 
conference room.

Innovative workflows, flexibility and scale

Media Suite provides IT organizations with streaming scalability.  With a complete solution 
for eCDN delivery, organizations can optimize how video is routed over their network to 
branch locations, or choose to leverage best-of-breed third party content delivery solutions. 
Additionally, a distributed architecture enables Media Suite to support recording for up to100 
concurrent video sessions, stream up to 50 live events and reach up to 50,000 web viewers. 
Rich set of powerful APIs enable organizations to innovate around business workflows and 
applications.

Benefits

Boost end user efficiency and productivity - Simple 
self-service workflows and browser based content 
creation

Harness information and knowledge sharing - 
Dynamic workflows to control how users share media 
to private or public channels

Reach viewers in any workspace, on any device - 
With the simplicity and convenience of a browser, 
delivering live or video-on-demand is easy and 
universal

Increase ROI of your existing video conferencing 
investments - Recording, sharing and streaming 
from your entire video network drives adoption and 
addresses new use cases

Choice, flexibility and scale - Natively support 50,000 
web viewers, or leverage 3rd party content delivery 
solutions like Akamai, Verizon Edgecast and Wowza 
Media Systems

Easy deployments - Whether subscription or 
perpetual licensing, on-premises, or on a private cloud



Solution Features Media Suite Media Suite Pro High 
Capacity

Recording 
Experiences

Point to point and 2 end point recording without a bridge  

Multi-point recording with a bridge/ MCU  

Closed caption (CC) user generated or via preferred captioning provider  

Records from standards based SIP and H.323 end points  

Portal
Experiences

Browser based enterprise portal access for PC, Mac, iOS and Android users  

Embedded player support (HTML5 and Flash)  

Keyword search for videos, channels or users  

Video playback to any standards based H.323 or SIP endpoint or MCU  

Transcodes all video calls to H.264 (.mp4), WMV video format, or m4a audio  

Streaming Standard recording, streaming & playback 1080p30 in all base models  

Unicast and multicast support  

3rd Party CDN Support (Akamai, Verizon Edgecast, Wowza Media Systems)  

PRO 
Options

Distributed architecture
Available with 

Pro add-on

Or 

Upgrade to 

High Capacity 

Pro Model



Multicast in scalability mode and hierarchical streaming 

Easy capture local streaming and recording with webcam and/ or screen capture 

Document/ Image file attachments supporting popular formats to video archive 

eCDN support for up to 50,000 streams across 50 geo-location nodes 

Monitor & manage distributed clustered machines with a single admin portal 

Platinum
Options

Moderated Q & A during live events
Add-on base 

models when 

Pro license is 

installed

Add-on license for Media 

Suite Pro High Capacity
Manual ratings and content popularity

Online survey, test and certificate support

User usage and engagement statistics on system access/ usage

Application Highlights



Media Suite – Models and Options

Configuration Recording 
Ports

Live 
Streaming 
Ports

Deployment Options

Media Suite 2/1 2 1

Appliance Edition, Virtual Edition

Media Suite 6/3 6 3

Media Suite 12/6 12 6

Media Suite 18/9 18 9

Media Suite Pro 24/12 24 12

Media Suite Pro 60/30 60 30

Media Suite Pro 100/50 100 50

6/3 Call Capacity Upgrade 6 3

Media Suite Pro License 0 0
Add on to all Media Suite Appliance, Virtual 

Edition basic models

Media Suite Platinum License 0 0 Add on to Media Suite Pro license systems

Media Suite Platinum Upgrade 

License
0 0

Upgrade from Basic license to Platinum license 

directly

Media Suite Stream Upgrade 

500 viewers

0 0 Appliance Edition, Virtual Edition

Partner with an industry expert 

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers 
connected products and solutions for automakers, 
consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including 
connected car systems, audio and visual products, 
enterprise automation solutions; and services 
supporting the Internet of Things. With leading brands 
including AKG®, Harman Kardon Infinity®,  JBL®, 
Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN 
is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the 
entertainment venues where they perform around 
the world. More than 50 million automobiles on 
the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio 
and connected car systems. Our software services 
power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 
connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, 
from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN 
has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people 
across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, 
HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

The Appliance Edition includes 2U high capacity hardware RAID system as a solution bundle. The system  
provides excellent data-protection for 3.5 TB of high – performance storage.  The Appliance Edition is also 
available as a software only image that can be installed on a bench-marked Dell Server (Dell PowerEdge R630) 
thereby providing flexibility to purchase the hardware and software separately.

NOTE:   
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